Square Marble:
Launching a New
Company
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The Client

Targeting large enterprises, such as Hitachi & UBM
Users ranging from financial director to credit manager
Providing a complex technology solution
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Aims
Square Marble had a tried a tested product which needed to
be relaunched by their new company and under a brand.
They had to quickly re-establish credibility with both existing
and new customers.

SQUARE MARBLE WANTED TO:
• Launch their product in the EMEA region
• Target businesses that have £50m+ in turnover
• Create a trusted and established brand
• Start selling as quickly as possible

+

Approach
Square Marble had a limited budget, so extensive research wasn't viable. Instead,
we conducted secondary research and combined this with insights we drew from
the company's own internal experts. They knew their markets better than anyone
and we used this entrenched knowledge to inform our solution.
COL developed a program of activity which would address everything needed to
launch the new company - but nothing more - allowing us to execute incredibly
quickly. Given the scale and speed required, we installed a dedicated programme
manager with the client to ensure everything kept on track and quality was not
compromised.

Understand the market,
company and product to
inform the solutions

Define the brand
from beginning to
end; mission,
values, identity

Develop the assets required to
launch the company as quickly
as possible, whilst establishing
an innovative outlook and
credibility in the sector
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Solutions
Our work with Square Marble addressed all aspects of brand identity, web design &
development, and sales collateral; we needed to give the company a presence
which not only communicated their market positioning but, provided this to them in
a manner which would very quickly enable them to engage with customers, new and
old, to establish and maintain trust.
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Brand Development:
Developed a brand strategy from
scratch; balancing the need to present
the company as innovative and cuttingedge, yet established and trustworthy.

Website:
Visual design, functionality, and UX were all
developed for a successful launch. Square
Marble wanted something, fast which they
could add supplemental content to later.
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Marketing Assets:
Designed marketing assets for all channels;
logo, video, copy, graphic design and
photography.

Sales Collateral:
Created pamphlets, PDFs, booklets, and
case studies to give to clients. This had to
match the branding of the website and
other assets.
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Output
The product was launched 47% faster than initially
predicted
Gave the sales force confidence to start selling just
a few short weeks after the establishment of a new
company and brand
Created sufficient assets for future marketing
campaigns and sales collateral
Gave the ability to scale-up marketing and sales
activity by building on templates created, in
addition to adding content to the website
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